
“Good Morning Year 3”

Monday 22nd February 2021



Week 1

Lesson 1



How are you feeling today?

sleepy

excited

happy

curious

confident
relaxed



1) Count to 20 in 2s

2) Count to 50 in 5s

3) Which of the values below is not a coin?

2p      10p       6p       20p         5p        50p   

4) Use <, > or = to compare the coins.

a)                                        b) 

Starter – to warm up our brains



Walt: count money - pence

S2S: I can

• recognise coins
• use the £ and p symbols correctly

• count in coins



Let’s learn



1p 2p 5p 10p 20p 50p

£5£2£1

£50£20£10



Count in 2s, 5s and 10s on the numbertrack.

2 204 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

5 5010 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

10 10020 30 40 50 60 70 80 90



least value greatest value

Order the coins in ascending value.
How much is each one worth?



Guided practice



How much do we have in total?
First, line the coins up.



How much do we have in total?
If we have lots of 2ps, we can count in 2s 

to help us find the total value.

There is ___p in total

2 4 6 8 10 12 14



How much do we have in total?
If we have lots of 5ps, we can count in 5s 

to help us find the total value.

5 10

There is __p in total.



How much do we have in total?
If we have lots of 10ps, we can count in 10s 

to help us find the total value.

10 20 30

There is __p in total.



How would you count these coins?
Start at ten and count on. 



10 11 12 13 14 15

There is ___p in total

How would you count these coins?
Start at ten and count on. 



Jack is sorting the coins.

How could you sort the coins?

< 10p = 10p > 10p

Have a think



How much money is there?

I will count in 5s

I will make 10s

__p



Who is correct?
Have a think

I have more money

I have more money



Over to you –
independent learning



Problem solving



Keywords

Reflection – Traffic Lights

Where did I get to today?

I can now.....

I need more practice with…

I still need to learn how to .....

… recognise 
coins.

… count in 
coins.

… use the 
£ and p 
symbols 
correctly.


